**Economical Counting Solution with Portable Option**

**PROBLEM:**
Small to medium-sized business owners are faced with a once annual physical inventory or preferred cycle counting program, companies routinely struggle with getting a handle on properly accounting for their inventory assets. Over the years, various studies have shown that it is not unusual for physical counts not to agree with counts (and therefore $ value of assets) shown in their financial statement.

**SOLUTION:**
Weigh scales with counting capability provide the very foundation for achieving physical counts associated with individual parts, sub-assemblies and in some cases, finished goods.

The DC-782 is perfect for cycle counting or physical counts. Its counting resolution of 1/500,000 gives you maximum counting precision and accuracy.

The backlit LCD display allows weights and parts’ quantities in dimly lit warehouses to be viewed easily. The DC-782 can also store an item code, tare weight, unit weight, and set point value for 25 of your pieces, parts, or items and recall 10 of them with the pressing of a single preprogrammed key.

When portability is required, the DC-782 battery operation option with over 300 hours of continuous use in mobile workstations, outdoor applications, and rental fleets is perfect. The DC-782 is rugged enough to operate reliably in many environments and withstand transport from one area of the plant to another or from one business to the next.